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ABSTRACT

FPGA-based accelerators are demonstrating significant absolute performance and energy efficiency compared with general-purpose CPUs. While FPGA computations can now be described in standard, programming languages, like C, development for FPGAs accelerators remains tedious and inaccessible to modern software engineers. Slow compiles (potentially taking tens of hours) inhibit the rapid, incremental refinement of designs that is the hallmark of modern software engineering. To address this issue, we introduce separate compilation and linkage into the FPGA design flow, providing faster design turns more familiar to software development. To realize this flow, we provide abstractions, compiler options, and compiler flow that allow the same C source code to be compiled to processor cores in seconds and to FPGA regions in minutes, providing the missing -O0 and -O1 options familiar in software development. This raises the FPGA programming level and standardizes the programming experience, bringing FPGA-based accelerators into a more familiar software platform ecosystem for software engineers.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Hardware → Reconfigurable logic and FPGAs;  
- Software and its engineering → Development frameworks and environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

At the twilight of Moore’s Law, reconfigurable-based accelerators have emerged capable of delivering energy, cost, and performance benefits compared with CPU and ASICs platforms [1, 10, 15, 19, 20, 24, 51, 58, 63]. The boom of data-center-based FPGA deployments [17, 45, 67] further provides more opportunities to diverse FPGA-based applications on image processing [12, 31], machine learning [13, 19], and data analysis [8, 13]. Xilinx now provides Alveo Data-center cards that communicate with a Linux host via PCIe similar to GPUs.

Despite the enhanced programmability of FPGAs, reducing binary compilation time is a key to enabling wide FPGA utilization. Compile time determines the edit-compile-debug cycles that directly impacts developer efficiency. However, FPGA compilation is slow. For modern, data-center-scale FPGA accelerator cards, compile time can run into tens of hours. This is incompatible with modern software engineering approaches that emphasize rapid, incremental refinement of applications [2, 6]. In many ways, programming FPGA computations today is like stepping back to the batch processing era of the 1960s.

FPGA compilation is slow because it is a monolithic compile of the entire accelerator in one piece using super-linear algorithms to find high-quality solutions to hard, spatial optimization problems. While a modern software compiler has distinct optimization levels
(-00 to -03) to trade off performance and compile time, FPGA compilers have limited strategies. This greatly degrades development and debugging efficiency in the initial development stage, when optimized implementations are not needed. On almost all aspects, FPGA compilation is different from how we design compilers for processors and how we compile software (Sec. 2.1–2.2).

We argue that FPGA accelerator development can be more approachable for modern software developers by adapting some of the good ideas from processor compilation including supporting (1) separate compilation and linkage for modules with (2) distinct implementation and location without programmer intervention and (3) single-source C code that can run on both FPGAs and processor targets (See Fig. 1). This supports faster edit-compile-debug turns (seconds and minutes) and always leaves the developer with a running application that can be tested for validity and measured for performance. We present our framework, PLD (Partition Linking and Loading on Programmable Logic Devices).

A streaming dataflow abstraction [9, 16, 22, 29, 30, 47, 55] between concurrent operators and an on-chip network are utilized to support separate compilation and linking. Separate compilation enables incremental compiles of only the modules that change as well as parallel compilation of independent modules. The on-chip network can link together the separately compiled modules without long FPGA compiles while supporting the dataflow communication abstraction. The use of a standard, dataflow streaming interface to connect independent modules allows tasks to change their implementation and location without programmer intervention and without impacting functionality.

Compiler options that trade off compile time with performance (e.g. -00, -01, -03 in traditional compiler) can further support rapid recompilation and refinement (See Fig. 1). Separate compilation of small modules can occur in minutes instead of hours, providing an -01 option. Compilation of the same C source code to processors, perhaps soft-cores in the FPGA fabric, can occur in seconds, providing an -00 option.

We make the following contributions:

- Articulate an abstraction for dataflow operators that can migrate between FPGA accelerators and processors (Sec. 3)
- Show how to reduce FPGA compile time to minutes using separate compilation of operators onto sub-regions of the FPGA and how to link the separately compiled modules back together in seconds (Sec. 4).

- Show how the same source can be compiled to processors with compatible streaming interfaces (Sec. 5), allowing the same module C source code to be compiled in seconds and integrated into the computation.

- Provide firmware and an automated tool flow that supports this discipline (Sec. 6), providing a familiar experience for software developers.

- Characterize the compilation-time and performance tradeoff introduced by these disciplines on the Rosetta Benchmark set [74] (Sec. 7).


2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Processor Compilation

Compilation for processors is typically fast. Historically, compiler writers have actively eschewed non-linear algorithms, to keep compilation fast. Furthermore, uniprocessor compilation has not had to deal with complicated spatial concerns, giving them a simpler problem than the placement-and-routing needed for spatially arranging computations on FPGAs. Additionally, processor compilation supports separate compilation with linking so that it is only necessary to recompile the parts of the code that change. Linking connects the separately compiled components of a program. Finally, processor compilers support varying levels of effort from no optimization (typically optimization level 0 or -00) to level 3 (-03) where more aggressive, and potentially longer running, optimization algorithms are invoked.

2.2 FPGA Compilation

FPGA compilation is slow. Today’s data-center-scale FPGAs take hours to map even for small designs (Tab. 2) and can take 10+ hours for large designs [5, 41, 57]. Typical FPGA compilation maps the entire design at once. This is good for quality, allowing the compiler to perform cross-module optimizations and use cross-module constraints to drive efficient physical placements. However, this means the mapping must deal with a large problem—millions of individual elements on modern data-center-scale FPGAs—for any change. Individual elements, most of which are gates producing a single bit, must be placed and routed. The placement and routing problems are all NP-hard problems, typically solved by heuristics, and the good heuristics in use are super-linear, with no guarantees on runtime or quality.

2.3 Partial Reconfiguration and Dynamic Function Exchange

Modern FPGAs support partial reconfiguration, where a portion of the FPGA is reconfigured while the rest of the FPGA continues operation [25, 68]. This speeds bitstream loading since the size of the bitstream, and hence time to load the bitstream, is proportional to the amount of FPGA logic being reconfigured. While a full bitstream may be hundreds of megabytes, a partial bitstream can be tens of kilobytes. Xilinx now calls this Dynamic Function eXchange
This provides a mechanism to decompose the FPGA into partial reconfiguration (PR) regions that are separately compiled and loaded. Vendors tool flow supports the definition of interfaces between PR/DFX regions and the designation of logic to be mapped to a DFX region, but leave it to the FPGA application designer to decide how to use them. Directly dealing with DFX region design and mapping is tedious and demands significant, low-level FPGA expertise that precludes direct use by most software engineers. We build on these capabilities to define FPGA "pages" for separate compilation (Sec. 4) and abstract the low-level details away from software engineers with our toolflow (Sec. 6).

2.4 Vitis OpenCL

Xilinx Vitis provides a standard, OpenCL interface for communicating with the FPGA accelerators and launching computational kernels on the accelerator [66]. Vitis HLS allows the kernel to be specified in C and allows separate C kernels to be linked together. Vitis supports separate HLS compilation from C to a Register Transfer Level (RTL), like Verilog. However, Vitis does not support a notion of separate compilation at the place-and-route, implementation level and hence does not support linking of separately compiled functions and kernels post place-and-route. As we will see (Tab. 2), place-and-route is often the most time-consuming part of mapping from C to FPGA logic. Our solutions are compatible with the Vitis OpenCL interfaces and HLS, providing separate compilation and linkage as an alternative to the monolithic Vitis implementation flow.

2.5 Data-Center FPGAs

Data-Center cards have high capacity FPGAs and local memory and are designed to operate on the PCI bus [67]. PCI interface functionality exists in the FPGA configurable logic. Since the PCI interface is exposed to the server and Linux OS, it is necessary to keep the PCI interface stable even when reconfiguring the FPGA logic to support a distinct application or, in our case, to support an incrementally compiled updates to the logic. As such, data-center cards are designed with interface "Shells" that remain stable across applications and use partial reconfiguration (DFX) (Sec. 2.3) to load the application logic.

The largest data-center FPGAs from Xilinx use silicon interposer technology where multiple die are stacked on top of a silicon interconnect substrate. Xilinx calls each such die a Super Logic Region (SLR). Latency is higher and bandwidth lower at SLR crossings than within the FPGA fabric logic on a single die. This often requires extra care in communication across the SLR interfaces, including additional pipelining.

3 COMPUTE MODEL

In this section, we describe how PLD utilizes a streaming dataflow [16, 29] model to abstract operator and communication implementations. This model allows the composition of highly parallel computations out of modular computing components or operators. Streaming dataflow abstracts how operators are connected, hiding compute and communication details and allowing operators to be implemented on different architectures with different kinds of communication. This supports high-level composition of operators into computational graphs while also supporting diverse implementation architectures for operators and communication. Hiding operator internals, it provides a well-defined meaning to operator interaction while allowing separate compilation and independent refinement of operator specification.

3.1 Dataflow Composition Model

PLD uses the SCORE streaming dataflow computational model [16] based on Kahn Processing Networks [29]. Basic kernel computations are described in C as operators that receive inputs over latency-insensitive streams [7] and produce outputs to latency-insensitive streams. This builds on the extensive use of dataflow streaming communication between concurrent computations in High-Level Synthesis (HLS), including (1) between functions, (2) between loops, and (3) (in Vitis [66]) between host and FPGA. We extend the model and implementation to be agnostic to how an operator or the producer or consumer that it communicates with is mapped.

3.2 Communication Abstraction: Latency Insensitive Links

The key to abstracting operators and communications is to define how data is transferred and synchronized between operators. PLD uses latency insensitive stream links [7] to provide this abstraction across a wide range of implementations. The latency-insensitive stream links act like FIFOs between the source and destination. They include data presence as the producer writes results and the consumer reads them. Reads from empty streams block until data becomes available. This provides integrated synchronization between producer and consumer and makes the communication behavior independent of the timing of the operators or the transport between producer and consumer. Back pressure from the consumer through the FIFO link stalls the producer to prevent data loss. Consequently, if either the producer or consumer run faster or slower from being mapped to FPGA or processor substrates, this doesn’t change the functional behavior of the computation. Similarly, different communication timing from various, possibly shared, communication medium does not change functional behavior.

3.3 Application Description

The top-level kernel is a graph of operators connected by latency-insensitive stream links as shown in Fig. 2(c). This graph can be described in C by function composition of operator functions using stream links as arguments (See Fig. 2(b)). We add pragmas that specify where each operator is mapped (See Fig. 2(a)). The code in Fig. 2(b) works directly with native Vitis HLS which ignores our added pragmas. This top-level kernel specification can be automatically compiled into a monolithic design with direct stream links for compilation with Vitis HLS (Sec. 6.3). Alternately, it can be compiled with our separate compilation tools (Sec. 6.2) to generate the linking graph needed to configure the linking network (Sec. 4.3).
3.4 Operator Discipline

There are some restrictions for C functions to make good, concurrent dataflow operators for acceleration. Refining computations into this form is one of the demands for rapid, incremental compilation of C. This allows the developer to move one function at a time and to incrementally refine each operator to meet the full set of requirements then tune for performance.

Fig. 2(d) shows a C example for the operator. Operator functions must be refined to use streaming computation and limit themselves to constructs that can be supported by a fixed-hardware accelerator. All function arguments for communicating data should be hls_stream (lines 1-2) and the functions should use the associated stream API operations for all communication. Operators must avoid allocation or recursion since these cannot be directly supported by HLS mappings on the FPGA; to exploit processor-only operations when they are on the processor, like printf, they should be guarded by suitable #ifdef software macro guards (lines 8-10). Operators must use a standard set of datatypes with compatible implementations for processor and FPGA (e.g., arbitrary precision integer and fixed-point libraries: ap_int, ap_fixed). Operators should not use global shared memory directly, instead relying on the streaming dataflow setup to stream data in and out of the kernel as needed; this restriction could be removed in future work, but DMA streaming is a powerful technique to achieve high-performance FPGA kernels.

4 PAGE DECOMPOSITION

The basic idea to support separate compilation is to divide the FPGA into a collection of independent regions. We call each atomic region of management a “page”, similar to Active Pages [48] by analogy with a virtual memory “page” that is the atomic region of memory management (Sec. 4.1). Each FPGA page holds a contiguous region, typically rectangular, of the FPGA resources including gates (LUTs), memory (BRAM), and coarse-grained arithmetic (DSPs). Unlike Active Pages, which focused on data-parallel computations, PLD supports concurrent execution and communication between pages with heterogeneous logic that is provided by a linking network (Sec. 4.3). The linking network along with some common support logic for clocking and DMA data streaming form a fixed infrastructure context for the pages (See Fig. 3).

4.1 FPGA-Mapped Pages

FPGA compile time is driven by both the size of the logic being mapped and the resources the logic is being mapped onto. If smaller pieces of logic (operators) are mapped onto small FPGAs (small pages), the mapping time is smaller than mapping an entire application (all the operators) onto a large FPGA (an entire data-center scale FPGA). The key to accelerating FPGA mapping time is to divide the FPGA up into many separate and smaller compilation problems that can be solved independently and potentially in parallel. Once the FPGA is divided into pages, an operator can be mapped to a physical FPGA page without concern for what resources other operators use.

Vitis provides an abstract shell\(^1\) option [69] that allows one to create a design file that only describes the necessary interface logic to a DFX region—one of our pages. This is essential to achieving

\(^1\)Abstract shell is not to be confused with the “Shell” logic used to hold the fixed PCI logic in on data-center boards (Sec. 2.5); the abstract shell is purely a mechanism in the CAD flow and is not directly related to the PCI interface shell. Both uses of “shell” are about abstracting out the details of the design that exist beyond the shell interface, but the terms are being used at different levels in the abstraction stack.
fast compilation as it allows the page compilation to ignore the logic on the FPGA beyond the page and its interface with the rest of the FPGA. Without the abstract shell option, Vitis will still load and check all the logic for the linking network and all the pages, slowing down page compilation.

Each page communicates with the linking network through a standard leaf interface. The leaf interface is included in the operator logic mapped to the page and provides the common logic so that the operator can talk to the linking network.

Page sizing is a balance between compilation time, efficiency, and convenience. Small pages allow shorter mapping times. However, small pages pay higher overhead for the leaf interface to the linking network and higher communications overhead. Small pages also put higher demands on the developer (or mapping tools) to divide the logic into small operators that will fit in each page. Pages also suffer fragmentation similar to memory pages. Larger pages may have high internal fragmentation when the operator logic does not fully use the logic capacity allocated to the page, while smaller pages demand the developer and the mapping software keep track of more pages. The efficiency is roughly:

\[
Eff = \frac{\sum (Operator \ Page \ Use)}{\sum (Page \ Size + \ Leaf \ Interface) + \ Linking \ Net}
\]

Our network interfaces run about 500 LUTs and the current linking network needs about 500 LUTs per endpoint. As such, we choose about 18,000-LUTs pages so that we have around 95% efficiency before considering fragmentation.

Page sizing is further complicated by the fact that today’s commercial FPGA fabrics are not completely regular. Memory (BRAM) and coarse-grained logic (DSPs) are inserted into the gate-level fabric as heterogeneous columns at irregular intervals. As such, it is impossible to divide the logic up into a grid of equal sized pages. Furthermore, fixed logic in the FPGA (e.g., PCI interface, hardcore processors, and PLLs) also break up the regularity of the logic fabric.

As a result, pages on conventional FPGAs are a heterogeneous mix of resources (See Tab. 1).

### 4.2 Data-Center FPGAs and Cards Abstraction

PLD virtualizes the data-center FPGAs as pages and only provides page resource information to the developers abstracting away tedious physical implementation information from software developers. Since the vendors have already partitioned the data-center FPGA into one static region (for bitstream configuration and communication with the Linux host) and one user DFX region, the traditional partial reconfiguration techniques cannot be leveraged directly. Fortunately, the new hierarchical DFX feature enables sub-DFX region partitions [68]. PLD leverages this new technique to reserve the original user DFX region as a level 1 (L1) DFX region (block 1 in Fig. 3) to utilize the static shell (block 2 in Fig. 3). This is compatible with the Vitis OpenCL driver from the vendor. We partition the L1 DFX region into a cluster of level 2 (L2) DFX regions (PLD pages 2 in Fig. 3).

### 4.3 Linking Network

To connect the physical FPGA pages containing separately compiled operators, PLD adopts a linking network. The linking network provides a similar high-level abstraction to software linking and loading, connecting the individual implementations for operators together so they can transfer data. Our linking network provides the physical connectivity implementation for the latency-insensitive dataflow streams. The linking network can be configured to connect operator inputs and outputs, as physically instantiated on pages, together according to the application dataflow graph.

PLD uses a Hoplite, lightweight, deflection-routed [18, 46], single-flit packet, packet-switched network [34] using a Butterfly Fat Tree (BFT) topology [32] as shown in Fig. 3. We set control registers in the leaf interface to add appropriate packet destination headers to data so they will be routed through the network. These control registers can be changed with control packets on the network, so that operators can be re-linked without recompiling the source or destination pages. As such, it is only necessary to send a few packets per page to link it into the network.

A modest packet-switched network is deployed in PLD for the fastest linking. The standard leaf interface connection into the network can become a performance bottleneck when the operator needs higher bandwidth than a single network port provides. The streaming dataflow abstraction admits to a wide range of linking network architectures that could provide different compile-time versus performance and overhead points. Wider network interfaces and networks with less link sharing will support higher performance at the expense of larger overhead. By cutting the network region up into switch pages, it would be possible to dedicate unshared wire connections between operators and separately compile the application-customized linking switch pages, as well [64].

### 5 SOFTCORE INTEGRATION

Mapping to small FPGA pages is still slower than mapping to a processor. However, we can always configure portions of the FPGA, including an FPGA page, as a processor. The processor serves as a simple overlay architecture that admits to fast compilation. Since users start with C code, PLD also allows them to easily compile
the same C source to an overlay processor as an -O0 mapping to quickly get code changes integrated and running on the accelerator.

5.1 Processor Prototype Implementation
As a prototype implementation, PLD pre-loads each page with a PicoRV32 soft processor [62], as it is area-efficient and easy to set up. PicoRV32 with 32-bit multiplier includes a simple native memory interface running at 200 MHz to match the overlay linking network. In this configuration, the PicoRV32 needs 2K LUTs, which easily fits in the DFX pages along with interface logic. As the PicoRV32 uses a unified instruction and data memory, different instruction and data memory size can be allocated according to the operator’s number of input and output stream ports and the applications need. PLD pages support at most 192 KB (96 BRAM18s) of unified memory.

5.2 Streams Support and Compatibility Libraries
Key to integrating the processors in place of FPGA pages is supporting streaming communications and the standard interface to the linking network. PLD supports hls::stream by defining general peripheral ports with global memory address and support logic to interface with the leaf interface FIFOs. As shown in Fig. 4, each stream datawidth is 4-bytes, matching the datawidth of the 32b processor. To take advantage of customization features, FPGA HLS C++ code often use datatypes from ap_int and ap_fixed libraries. These arbitrary-precision variables can be mapped to FPGA logic using minimum LUTs, rather than 32b or 64b datapaths on processors. However, Xilinx ap_int and ap_fixed libraries use more than the minimum number of bits to represent these types, which can be a challenge when our partial reconfigurable pages only have 48 or 96 BRAM18s. Therefore, we develop our own, more memory efficient, ap_int and ap_fixed libraries that are compatible with the existing Xilinx HLS C++ code. Mapping all the operators from the Rosetta Benchmarks (Sec. 7.2), the code and data footprint for each operator is typically 30–60 KB, consuming 16–32 BRAM18s.

6 PLD TOOL FLOW
To realize our separate compilation and linking, PLD provides an automated tool flow to map operators to pages and configure the linking network. PLD uses Vitis as a backend to compile from C to placed-and-routed logic for individual pages, hiding all the details of DFX compilation and linking. PLD also automatically switches between compiling FPGA page targets (-O1, Sec. 4.1) and softcore processor targets (-O0, Sec. 5) based on compilation flags and directives. We develop a standard Makefile configuration so only the pages with changing logic must be recompiled, and build parallelism can launch separate page compiles concurrently. An operator with mapping control directives is shown in Fig. 2(a) Line 3. Each operator has a line with a target specification. Changing the target will change whether the page is loaded as a native FPGA partial bitstream or a standard processor overlay loaded with a compiled processor instruction stream. Changing the target also sets up the compiler dependencies to build the appropriate bitstream or instruction stream. PLD can run on both local machines and the Google Cloud Platform. PLD can be easily extended to other cloud platforms.

6.1 -O0: Fast Mapping to RISC-V
Fig 5 shows PLD toolflow for the -O0 optimization. The input includes separate C files (a.c and b.c), top function (top.c) that describes the operators’ connections, and host.c that uses the Vitis OpenCL interface to instantiate kernels and launch DMA to interface with the kernels.

When the target in the header file for an operator is set to RISC-V (Fig. 2(a) Line 4), PLD launches the -O0 compile flow, and calls the RISC-V toolchain to compile each operator’s C file to a standalone binary in standard ELF (executable and linkable format) format. A pre-linker/loader (pld) packs the binary with headers that indicate the final page number and the memory address for each binary byte. A dfg extractor produces a data flow graph intermediate file (dfg_ir) from top.c that pld uses with the the binary components to construct the driver.c file to orchestrate partial bitstream loading and
linking network configurations. For -00 compiled operators, the driver loads the packed ELF binaries into the appropriate softcore memories. This driver.c and host.c are compiled by the Vitis software compiler to generate the top-level host executable, host.exe. Executing host.exe along with the overlay bitstream (overlay.xclbin) on the Linux host will run the application.

6.2 -O1: Incremental Mapping to FPGA Fabrics
With the same source code, PLD can launch the -01 compile flow (Fig. 6) if the target pragma is HW for that operator (Fig. 2(a) Line 3). The hls_caller of PLD generates customized scripts to direct Vitis_HLS to compile the C source to Verilog files. The operator packer wraps each operator’s Verilog files with our pre-defined leaf interface (Sec. 4.1). This interface is used for the communication between the linking network and the page logic. Just as in the -00 flow, the dfg extractor generates a dataflow graph intermediate (dfg.ir), and the pld module uses it to generate driver.c that is responsible to configure the linking network by sending configuration packets through the network. Host.c and driver.c are all compiled by the Vitis software compiler to generate the host.exe. To run the application, the Linux host needs to load the overlay.xclbin (L1 binary) first to set up our overlay. Then it loads all the page xclbins (L2 binary) to map the operators to real FPGA fabrics.

The partial bitstream (xclbin file) for each operator can be compiled independently. The xclbin generator along with the pre-compiled overlay library are the key to accelerating compilation time for the operators. According to the page target of the operator, which represents the physical page to which the operator will be mapped, the xclbin generator selects the appropriate abstract shell from our pre-compiled overlay library and generates a customized script to guide Vitis to place the operator in the appropriate DFX region. The customized script directs Vitis to only place and route that single operator on the small target physical page region. Since the Vitis abstract shell only loads the minimal context related to the page, Vitis can perform much less work during placement and routing than the monolithic flow. All the operators’ compilations can be performed in parallel, since they are implemented on different physical locations with no overlapping area. When all the xclbin compilations are performed in parallel, the compilation time is determined by the longest individual one instead of the total compilation time.

Fig. 5 and 6 show compiling all operators as -00 or -01 for simplicity. The tool flow allows any combination of operators, each independently mapped -00 or -01. The common linker (pld) will pack together the binaries from the -00 flow and the common linking dataflow graph and load the appropriate combination of -01 mapped page L2 DFX xclbins and RISC-V page L2 DFX xclbins for the -00 mapped operators.

6.3 Monolithic (O3) Linking
The -01 compilations are fast and suitable for incremental development especially during debugging and design-space exploration stage. However, the application’s performance may be constrained by the limited bandwidth of the linking network. Moreover, the pre-defined overlay infrastructure can also increase the area overhead. To overcome the above limitations, PLD provides the users with the -O3 compile option that can compile the same application source monolithically as the normal Vitis flow.

With the same source code, PLD can launch the -O3 compile flow (Fig. 7) when the -O3 target is selected. PLD generates the Verilog files for all the operator by calling Vitis_HLS just as in the -01 flow. The same dfg extractor still generates a dataflow graph intermediate file (dfg.ir). The -O3 flow adds a kernel generator module that uses the dataflow intermediate graph specification to connect all the operators back together with hardware FIFO streams at the Verilog level according to the datawidth for each link. PLD calls Vitis on the kernel Verilog files to package up a Xilinx object file (kernel.xo) and perform synthesis, placement, and routing to generate the kernel.xclbin bitstream. The host.c can be compiled by the normal Vitis software flow. Finally, the users can run the application by loading the kernel.xclbin and executing host.exe, just as with the normal Xilinx Vitis flow. Since the design is mapped to
Table 1: Resource Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Type</th>
<th>Type-1</th>
<th>Type-2</th>
<th>Type-3</th>
<th>Type-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUTs</td>
<td>21,240</td>
<td>17,464</td>
<td>18,880</td>
<td>18,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFs</td>
<td>43,200</td>
<td>35,520</td>
<td>38,400</td>
<td>37,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM18s</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPs</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Physical Layout Floorplan

the raw FPGA fabric, instead of our pre-defined overlay, the area overhead and bandwidth limitations of the overlay are removed.

7 BENCHMARK EVALUATION

7.1 Methodology

We evaluated PLD by targeting a Xilinx Alveo U50 data center card with a Virtex UltraScale+ XCUX50 FPGA. As Xilinx has already implemented its firmware shell as the static region for bitstream configuration and host-fabric communications, the available resources for the developer includes 751,793 LUTs, 2,300 18Kb BRAMs and 5,936 DSPs in two SLRs (Sec. 2.5). PLD uses Xilinx Vitis 2021.1 including the associated Vivado and Vitis_HLS as the backend compiler. All experiments, both PLD decomposed compiles and Vitis monolithic compiles, use the same, standard Vitis shell logic. All the compilation experiments are conducted on the Google Cloud Platform. Slurm [21] is deployed to construct the scheduler cluster, where each compute node is equipped with 4 dual-thread, 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon Intel(R) Cascade Lake processors and 32 GB RAM. For monolithic compile, we use a compute node with 15 dual-thread, 3.1 GHz Intel Xeon Intel(R) Cascade Lake processors and 128 GB RAM.

Fig. 8 shows the layout floorplan. We divide the chip into 22 user logic pages and an interface module that combines a portion of the packet-switch network with DMA (Fig. 3). The page resource and types are listed in Tab. 1. PLD uses a Hoplite BFT [32] for the packet-switched network, running at 200 MHz with 32b data payload. The interface leaf logic in each partial-reconfigurable page allows configuration of the consumer address by packets on the BFT network.

7.2 Benchmark Set

For evaluation, we use the Rosetta Benchmark suite [74] containing a diverse range of graphics, image processing, and classification tasks. The original Rosetta Benchmarks were written for monolithic HLS synthesis. We decomposed the benchmarks into operators and added dataflow stream links for communication among the operators. We report results for both the original HLS synthesis version and our automatically generated -O3 monolithic version that compiles from our decomposed version in the following three subsections.

rendering – a simple triangle rendering pipeline that includes projection to a 2D viewpoint, rasterization, and Z-buffering. We decomposed by the pipeline stages, then decomposed large pipeline stages by image region.

digit recognition – a classification task for hand-written digits 0–9 that uses matching to a training set to identify each candidate digit. We refactored the computation as a systolic pipeline with each pipe stage operating on a subset of the training set.

SPAM filtering – a classification task that identifies the likelihood of SPAM based on a set of feature vectors. We decomposed the data-parallel feature vectors into separate dot product operators and provided operators for decomposition and data reduce.

optical flow – an image processing task that identifies the movement of objects among a set of frames. The original computation already had the shape of a dataflow task graph. We started with each task as an operator. We decomposed large operators that did not fit onto a single page by separable components (e.g., x, y, and z computations).

face detection – an image classification task that identifies faces in images. We decomposed the two main stages of the computation (strong and weak filtering), then decomposed the strong filtering by image region and the weak filtering by filter sets.

bnn – a binarized neural network performing image classification of 10 images based on the CIFAR-10 dataset [39] that uses 6 convolutional levels and 3 fully connected levels. The first convolutional level operates on fixed-point inputs and produces binary outputs, while the remaining levels operator on binary signals. We moved the weight coefficients to on-chip memory and made each stage and operation its own operator.

For the original benchmark, most of the kernels require more than 1000 lines of code to describe.

7.3 Compile Time

We initially compile the original benchmarks with the standard Vitis flow as our baseline. Then we use PLD to compile modified source code with different optimization level by only changing the pragmas and compiler options and summarize all compile times in Tab. 2.

The original Vitis flow has compilation times of 1–2 hours. We further see that placement and routing (p&r) requires roughly half of compilation time. When we compile our decomposed benchmarks with -O3 option, our -O3 compiled decomposed designs take about the same 1–2 hours for compilation.

When all of the operators are mapped with our separate compilation and linkage -O1 option, compile times reduce to 10–20 minutes, a factor of 4.2–7.3 speedup. Pages have varying mapping times, so the actual -O1 mapping downtime will vary based on the page being recompiled. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of page mapping times. The design with the worst-case 20 minute compile page also
has pages that compile in 10 minutes. Designers can deliberately refactor into smaller operators to decrease compile time during development.

Tab. 2 also includes the case where all of the operators are mapped with our -O0 option. Compile times reduce below 4 seconds, demonstrating that this option allows PLD to support nearly instant compilation for rapid functional debugging.

### 7.4 Performance

Tab. 3 lists the performance comparison between Vitis and PLD. Compiled with the PLD -O3 option, our decomposed designs achieve comparable performance to the original, undecomposed designs, showing that decomposition for fast mapping does not degrade the performance of the application. Some of our -O3 designs (Optical flow and BNN) can run at higher clock rates because of the FIFOs and pipelined interconnect between operators that isolate the operator delay and long interconnect between operators, whereas the original monolithic designs may suffer from long wires and slow SLR crossings (Sec. 2.5).

For PLD’s page-decomposed -O1 option, applications run 1.5–10x slower than the monolithic cases. Most slowdowns are due to data bandwidth bottlenecks between the leaf pages and the linking network. This is partly due to our general overlay that can map a wide range of benchmarks and that has been tuned for mapping speed over performance. This limitation can be easily overcome by using -O3 optimization in PLD as shown above. Tab. 3 also shows Xilinx Vitis Emulation time (Vitis Emu) and the native application runtime on the X86 host, showing that the -O1 FPGA page compilation is providing substantial speedups over host execution or emulation.

As expected the processor-mapped -O0 designs run three to five orders of magnitude slower than the monolithic cases. Most slowdowns are due to data bandwidth bottlenecks between the leaf pages and the linking network. This is partly due to our general overlay that can map a wide range of benchmarks and that has been tuned for mapping speed over performance. This limitation can be easily overcome by using -O3 optimization in PLD as shown above. Tab. 3 also shows Xilinx Vitis Emulation time (Vitis Emu) and the native application runtime on the X86 host, showing that the -O1 FPGA page compilation is providing substantial speedups over host execution or emulation.

When the bottleneck operator is mapped with -O0, performance can approach the all -O0 case, but many cases are faster, falling between the all -O0 and all -O1 cases, highlighting the benefit of being able to co-operate with portions of the design mapped natively to FPGA pages. The PicoRV is a slow, unpipelined core, and performance can easily be improved by replacing it with a higher frequency, pipelined softcore processor.

Fig. 11 shows how the performance and compile-time compare among these options. This clearly shows that PLD provides interesting new points in the compile-time versus performance trade space, providing developers with new control options to support rapid edit-compile-debug loops, without giving up their single C source or their access to high quality designs when they are ready to invest in longer compile time.

### 7.5 Area Evaluation

Tab. 4 shows the resource breakdowns for Vitis and PLD implementation. For PLD -O1, we add up all the operators’ resource including leaf interfaces. We can see -O1 and -O3 both have higher resource utilization than the Vitis flow, since both use FIFOs to link operators together. This can consume a large number of BRAMs along
7.6 Discussion

The raw results in the previous section should give a flavor of how faster compilation will impact development. If the compile time did not impact the compiles the developer made, we could look at ratios between monolithic compile times and PLD -O1 and -O0 compile times and estimate reductions in compile time between one and three orders of magnitude. However, developer behavior is not likely to be the same. Most developers will simply avoid FPGAs given the daunting long compile times. Those that do, are likely to perform less optimization and refinement since they do not have the orders of magnitude more time to invest in development. As such, we expect PLD provides a qualitatively different experience, enabling more software engineers to access FPGA acceleration, and allowing those that do to develop more highly optimized implementations.

8 RELATED WORK

Many designs use the idea of dividing the FPGA into separately managed physical regions to allow independent logic to be mapped to the FPGA [4, 9, 11, 35, 43, 44, 50, 72, 73]. However, these designs do not address compile time reduction or support for high-level compilation from C.

Cascade [52] and SYNERGY [41] also aim at improving the FPGA programming experience, allowing applications to run immediately in simulation and supporting unsynthesizable Verilog primitives ($printf$ or $finish$). Subprograms can be replaced over time by hardware engines when FPGA-target compilations finish, hiding the compilation time along with software runtime. However, these

---

Table 2: Rosetta Benchmark Compile Time (in seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitis Flow Compile with 30 Threads</th>
<th>PLD -O3 Compile with 30 Threads</th>
<th>PLD -O1 Compile with 8 Threads for each Operator</th>
<th>PLD -O0 Compile with 8 Threads per input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fmax per input</td>
<td>Fmax per input</td>
<td>Fmax per input</td>
<td>Fmax per input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D-rendering</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Recognition</td>
<td>10.5 ms</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>6.2 ms</td>
<td>137 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam Filter</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>10.5 ms</td>
<td>6.2 ms</td>
<td>137 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
<td>10.5 ms</td>
<td>6.2 ms</td>
<td>137 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Detection</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>10.5 ms</td>
<td>6.2 ms</td>
<td>137 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNN</td>
<td>150 MHz</td>
<td>10.5 ms</td>
<td>6.2 ms</td>
<td>137 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Rosetta Benchmark Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fmax per input</th>
<th>X86 g++ per input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rendering</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Reg</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNN</td>
<td>150 MHz</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Rosetta Benchmark Area Consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LUT B18 DSP</th>
<th>LUT B18 DSP PAGE#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D-rendering</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Recognition</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam Filter</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Flow</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Detection</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>127890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNN</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
approaches demand code be rewritten in a lower-level language, Verilog, rather than incrementally refined within a single source language. Moreover, the compilation-hiding scheme still requires monolithic compiles, each of which can take hours before the FPGA-acceleration can be incorporated into the computation. Since the Verilog simulation is slow compared to native C compiled to processors, developers must maintain and synchronize two separate version of the code if they wish to maintain flexibility on whether a subprogram executes on the FPGA or a processor core. Our backend works from RTL, so can likely provide separate compilation benefits for the Cascade/SYNERGY flow.

One path to faster compilation has been to pre-define overlay architectures for the FPGA [3, 14, 19, 27, 36–38, 42, 61, 73]. These overlays provide a higher-level, typically more coarse-grained, architecture than the FPGA that is an easier compile target. With fewer, coarse-grained operators to map and many of the low-level details already addressed in the low-level definition of the overlay components, compilation can be faster. However, overlays typically come at a large cost (3–10×) in capacity since the computation isn’t directly exploiting the FPGA resources. Many overlays are specialized to particular domains [19, 73], allowing them to achieve higher capacity in the domain, but then they do not support applications outside of the domain. The more specialized overlays must often be programmed in their own domain-specific language or instruction set, further meaning they cannot be programmed with the same source code that can be compiled to processors and native FPGA logic.

Implementing processors, including scalar [40, 54, 70], vector [53, 71], and specialized VLIW [26, 33, 56, 60] processors, on top of FPGAs can also be seen as a form of overlay that allows faster compilation using standard compilation tools and techniques. We build on this idea for our fastest compile option (Sec. 5), and PLD could use a wider range of overlays with our general approach in the future.

Our prior work [49, 65] hints at the promise of separate compilation for FPGAs, but only runs on application-dedicated embedded platforms (no operating system, not support OpenCL interface or data-center cards). While that work accelerated compile times using these smaller, decomposed mapping tasks, it still saw compiles that took 5–10 minutes. Significantly, the designs only run when the operators have already been sized to fit into the pre-sized hardware regions. This means that development may go through long periods of time when the design cannot be tested directly on the hardware. This also does not support incremental refinement and leaves the developer without running code throughout refinement process.

A natural extension would be to expand the potential overlays available for fast mapping, including a range of pre-compiled processors with different specializations (e.g., floating-point, multipliers, vectors), customized VLIW processors or coarse-grained arrays with diverse resource mixes, and even more specialized, domain-specific overlays that can be used when they match operator needs.

Decomposing and sizing operators to fit into pages is an added developer burden. It would be useful to develop more automation and high-level pragmas to allow the programmer to guide page partitioning without restructuring code, the same way programmers can use pipelining and unrolling pragmas in HLS to guide implementations without rewriting loops.

While our demonstration is with vendor tools with developer refined C, our tools could serve as accelerated backends for emerging compilation flows that create efficient, pipelined dataflow operators but also suffer from long monolithic place-and-route times using standard vendor tool flows [23, 28, 59].

10 CONCLUSIONS

PLD offers developers a new set of compile-time versus performance points. To complement the hours-long, high quality compilation provided by vendor tools, PLD offers fast, native-FPGA compile options that compile in 10 minutes and near immediate compilation of the same source to softcore processors that complete in seconds. These speedups are enabled by extending an idea from processor compilation of separate compilation and linkage of program operators, allowing the compiler to work on smaller tasks that can be completed quickly and abstracting the details of each compiled operator so they can be composed. PLD uses a streaming dataflow abstraction and a fast linking network to connect the separately compiled operators back into a functional design. When combined with program descriptions in C compiled by modern high-level synthesis tools, this provides a more familiar development experience for software engineers. They can refine C programs to run well on FPGAs through a series of incremental modifications to the original source. Fast compilation turns allow a fast edit-compile-debug loop, providing rapid feedback on program functionality. The compiler can produce successively more performant implementations over time, but the developer always has an executable version of the evolving program available for testing. PLD tools work with modern data-center FPGAs and interfaces to hide the low-level details of FPGA CAD flows, microarchitecture, and interfacing, providing an interface closer to familiar compilation and linking for processors and GPUs.
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